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Now a day the calamities are more destructive element in the world.
It destroys the life, crops, houses, trees, and many other things. The
Area which is affected by it goes not less than 20 years back. The
pollution of the Air, Water, Soils, Replacement of minerals, occupies
the land, Day by day less number of birds, Animals and aquatic
creatures, Manufacture of synthetic items, Chemicals and management
of plants (trees) are reason behind it. God has given us every things to
clean the environment for example we can take birds Vulture, Eagle,
Kite, Wood Peker, Ravan, crow and many others birds. Now we cannot
find many kinds of birds. Carnivorous animals like jackal, tiger, fox,
wolf, dogs and many others animals have disappeared from the world.
Herbivorous animals like rabbit, Elephant, horse, ass (Donkey), camels.
In herbarium, variety of grass, variety of plants and variety of Trees. It
is the time to know the things and do the research on them to clean the
earth. Because every species have different type of food, living habits,
digestion, bile, body, structure, sound, smell, hairs, leaf, skin, saliva,
mouth, nose, breath, and different type (Aspiration), By this things the
clean the environment we need all this species.

(1) We can take care of birds and make space for small birds at our
homes. And use natural pesticide instead of chemicals to protect the
bees, insects, birds, earth worm and wild animals.

(2) If we will put some fishes like mangur, shinghi, garye, patya, in
our septic tank the fish utilize night soil and its reduce methane and

carbon mono oxide produce by our toilet tanks, cow done gas tank and
other tank also. I experimented on this and found success.

(3) If we will know the type of trees, plants and grasses who can
survive in difficult position and absorb many kinds of chemical
elements this kind of trees we can put near the industries waste.

(4) We can put tree like Plam, Date, Coconet, and other kind of tree
in the bank of sea to control the force of water, air and cool the air.

(5) We must develop technology to convert carbon mono oxides in
fuel.

(6) Every part of India Se sham Tree is drying by silver virus
produce by Ants. I Experimented on this Topic and found useful So my
advice to all people Who has sesham Tree they can use useless Mobil at
the trunk (Dhar) then the aunt cannot go the upper side of the Tree
and all type of aunt disappear from the tree I use this method on
sesham , Lichi Mango, and other Tree also and found very effective. We
can use this method to save the every kind of tree.

(7) For earth quake we are utilizing the minerals ,soils, stones, for
our homes , industries by carry one place to another place experiments
of many kinds of distractive arms in the air, water and under the soil by
this the balance of eco system disturb to some extent.

(8) By making homes, industries, and in the bank of river mostly in
heels area is the reason for calamities.
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